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We present a functional imit theorem for the empirical evel-crossing behaviour of a staticnary 
Gaussian process., This leads to the well-known Slepian mo{deI process for a Gaussian process 
after an upcrossing of a prescribed level as a weak limit in C-space for an empirically defined 
finite set of functions. 
We also stress tlhe importance of choosing a suitable topology by giving some natural examples 
of continuous and non-continuous functionals. 
functional limit theorem 
stationary normal process, level crossings. . 
1. XntroductioL 4 
In a recent paper Iglehart [3] presented a survey of the great applicability of weak 
convergence theory in function space when dealing wit5 functionals uch as sums 
and maxima for weakly dependent random variables. The purpose of this paper i: 
to amend Iglehart’s list of useful applications with ai functional limit theorem for the 
empirical level-crossing behaviour of a stationary Gaussian process. As a consqu- 
ence we will get the well-known Slepian model process [13] for a stationary 
Gaussian process after an upcrossing of a prescribed level u as a weak limit in 
C-space of an empirically defined sequence of functions. 
We first present he problem, and then formulate it in a s&able function space 
setting. Let (X(t), t E R) be an almost sure continuous, mean square diiflerentiable, 
stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and a covariancc. function r a 
an expansion 
r(t) = ho- Azt”f2 + o(t’), t +o, 
- r"(0) = V(X’(t)). Si 
has no finite accumulation point, and if 
the locations of the positive rc-upcrossin 
sometimes of interest o describe the behavi 
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values of f. For example, me can be interested in the distribution of the length of an 
excursion above the level U, i.e. 
0” = inf (t :* 0; X(7” + t) e u}, (2) 
especially its long run behaviour as v --)a. As anc?tlrer application we can let X be 
the derivative of a process X0 and talce u = 0. Then X0 has a local minimum at T,,, 
while it3 next local maximum occurs at 7g9 +a;. The amplitude X0(7y + oy) - X&J 
is a quantity of considerable interest for example in the theory of metal exhaustion. 
Projblems on leveil-crossing behaviour are very conveniently formulated and 
solved i;n terms of a Slepian model process, which fcr the u-upcrossing case has the 
form 
rrz) _ 
Xu(t) = u-jp yr’(f) 
0 
A2 + A’(t)* (3) 
whc,‘e (x(t), t E R} is a non-stationary, zero-mean Gaussian process with, the 
covariance function 
G(S, t) = t(s - t)- r’(s)r’(tJ r(s)r(t) _ h 
0 h2 ’ 
and Y is a Rayleigh-distributed random variable, independent of the ~-process and 
with the density f,(x) = (x/hSexp( - x2/2&), x 2 0. The K-process has further- 
more the property that P@(O) = K’(O) = 0) = 1 GO that X”(O) = u, XL(O) = Y >O; 
this fact will be important later. 
It was &own by Slepian 1131 that the finite-dimensional distributions of XU 
coincide with the empirical distributions of X observed after ~upcrossings. More 
precisely, ilf X i!, ergodic, then with probability one, 
pl(Xu(tk)Sxk,k =: l,...,n)= (4) 
‘#{T”;Osi 7” 
= lim -1 ~T,X(~~+t&sx~,k=l,...,n) 
#{rv;Os7,~ T} 
. 
T--Q 
If we, in analogy with (2), define the length l,f the first excursion above u for the 
XU -process as 
u == inf(t :, 0; X&) < u} 
then we want to derive from (4) thaa the distribution of CF also gives the long run 
empirical distribution of gW as v --p 00, i.e. 
#{7v;0~7vH+px} f’ar > t ) = lim - 
T---J # (7,. ; 0 s ry 6 T}- ’ (5) 
bvt this retjgnires the extension of (4) to a distributional limit theorem in ia more 
refined funtion space. 
Other examples on model processes and their u:se for obtaining exact and 
approximatEve crossing distributions will be: presentq:r:l in the next section. 
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We will here ase {C, %}, the space of continuous functions on with the 
Bore!-a-field generated by the topology for uniform convergence on compact sets, 
and {G, .3Ul, ‘I 1 tone subspace of (C, %?I of functions which take the value u at the 
origin. However, and this was pointed out by Lamperti [S), there is !iome advantage 
to use the space of continuously differentiable functions with a topology for 
simuhaneous convergence of functions and derivatives; ee also Remark 1 bellow,. 
Let p, p”, {pn}L=, etc. denote probability measures on {C, U} and recall that 
Pa +* p, (fin converges weakly to p), if p*(A)*+ p(A) for every ,p-continuous 
event A, i.e. for 1:::very A with zero boundary, (&?A) = 0). Without making any 
confusion we will use the same notations for the restriction of measures to (C,, $,). 
2. Weak convergence of empirical crossing processes; ,Appllcattons 
Our intension is to use the process X,,, defined by (3), as a model rlor the 
X-process after ~upcrossings. Therefore take an outcome x E C of X and hold it 
fixed for most of what remains. Let its positive u upcrossings be ry* v = t ,2, . . . with 
0 c q c r2 < . . . alrnd efine 
N = #(ry;Os ry s T). 
Then consider those N functions x’, . . .$ x N in C obtained when translating the 
outcome x the time T” to the leh, 
x”(t)=x(rp+t), u= l,...,N, 
and let 
respect 
i!kT be 
o the 
the random probability measure on {C, U) which is uniform with 
functions x “, 
CL&“)= l/N, v= l,...,N. 
This measure has a familiar set of finite-ldimensional distributions, namely 
1 
cN’ #{,,;o< ,,sN,x’(t+xk,k =I,-•.,n) 
i.e. its finite-dimensional distributions are equal to the empirical distributions far 
the values of the X-process after u-upcrossings. 
Next, let $’ be the measure on {Ct U} for the Slepian model process (3). 
the properties of X, it follows that $’ is concentrated on t 
functions which take the value Ed at the origin, p 
1 E X 
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Proof. Since (4) and (6) give the convergence 01: the finite-dImensiona distributions 
we have only to check that the family (pT} is tight for every outcome of X in some 
subset of C with mezlsure one. 
According to Billingsley 111 and Whitt [l4] we get the tightness for any special 
outcome of X, and thus the weak convergence on {(I’, %} If we show that for every 
E >O and 00, 
where si 
lim lim pT(x CE C; ~~(6) > 6) = 0 
840 T-+= 
-+O through a discrete set of points, alnd 
is the continuity modulus for x on [ - I, I]. 
Now the probability in (7) can be computed iI we 
for those sections of the sample functions which 
check the continuity modullus 
fall within time I from the 
u-upcrossings, o we define for the outcome x of X, 
IV&j; T)= #(7y;Os ?v s T,wxcTv+.,(S)> E). 
To make the notaion quite clear we note that 
W z(T,+.) = w sup IX(7,+S)-X(7,+t)l. -I6S*lGl Is-r ICS 
Then 
&xEC;w.(S)>E)=$* #{u;OGVGN,W,~(S)>E} (8) 
1 
= N”(6, T)/Nu(T). 
Since,. the X-process is ergodic this ratio converges for every S > 0 with probability 
one towards the ratio between the expectations, i.e. 
lim Iv,@; T)/N,(T) = E(N,(& l))/E(N,(l)) = n(s), say. (9) T-+m 
Here 0~ N,(6; 1)s N,(l) and NU(8; I)-+0 as S-*0, almost surely,, so that 
lim it = 0. (10) 84 
Gmbining (8)-(10) we get the tightness (7). Since we let 8 4’0 through a discrete 
se% of points the exceptional sets .21 the ergodic onvergence (9) can build up only to 
a null set, which might depend on E and I. Siax pT(x E CT; w&3) > E) in (7) is 
mmotone in g and I these null sets are nested and their union is also a null set. We 
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see that {pT} is tight and that pr converges weakly almost surely towards Siepian’s 
measure p” on {C, %}. El 
Since p” and t_cT are concentrated on thle set C, of continuous functions with 
x(O) = u we can from now on restrict our attention to the space {CM, VU}. From [l, 
Lemma 3, p. 391 we immediately get the weak convergence also on this space. 
Corollary 1. With probability one, I-CT a p” on {c,,, %,,} as T-+ *. 
ilorollury 2. If 5 is a $-continuous random var,iable defined on{C,, %‘,,}, 6 = t(x), 
then the empirical distribution of 
6(x(7, -t l )), v = 1, . . ., NJ T) 
over a single realisation of X converges towards the distribution of [(Xu) as % -+ w. 
Example 1. The maximum functional e(x) = SU~~~,~J(S) is p”-confin~ow and 
thus 
\ 
P sup X”(s) =z v 
Or;SG# > 
7.;0~7,cT,supx(?“+s)~v, 
OGSGf 
T-b- #{T”;oe”dj- 
gives the long run emprrical distribution of the maximum in an interval of length t
following a u-upcrossing. 
Example 2. The u downcrossing functional t(x) = inf{ t > 0, x(t) -C u} is not p “-b 
continuous on {CU, I%~} since the event 
A, = “6(X;) a t” = {x E C” ; x(s) 2 uvs E [O, t]} 
has the boundary 
8A, ={I,: E CU; inf x(s)= u}= A,, 
OcSGt 
which has /positive p~ “-probability. Therefore we cannot directly use Corollary 2 to 
deduce relation (S), :i .CL that the time to the first u-downcrossing inXu also gives the 
long run distribution of the length of excursions above the level ec for X. 
However, A, can be approximated uniformly well by thie events 
A: = {X E C,; X(S)* Uk”S E [E, t]} 
in the dense that 
lim lim sup p&4 i A A,) :z 0 
E-d T--Q 
lirnp”(A: AA,)+ 
E -*O 
cient for fiT(A,)-+ p “(A,), whSch is equivalent to (5). In 
ne has to impose an extra c/sndition on the covariance fun 
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besides (1) which makes the X-proces almost surehi differentiable, e.g. the 
following one9 
r(t) = ho - A#!/2 - o(t’l log 1 t 1 I-“), t -*o, (12) 
for some u > 2; for a proof of this, see Lindgren [9]. 
emslrk 1. The event A, would have been $‘-continuous if we had used the space 
{C”, V’} of continuously differentiable functions as our basic space, with the 
topology for uniform convergence of the function and the derivative. Then11 again, 
we wou!d have needed some extra condition such as (12) to be able to define $’ 
and JUT as measures on {Cl, %‘}; cf Lamperti [5] and Lindgren [G]. 
EIxample 3. The maximum functional and the downcrossing functional in Exam- 
plies and 2 require calculation of probabilities like 
P 
( 
sup XU(S)> I.& P 
( 
inf XU(s)< u 
> 
, 
OdJGf I OdS6# 
which can be expressed in terms of the number of up- or downcrossings by XU. If 
t, > u then P(su~‘~~~~~ X&J > v) equals the probability that XU(s) crosses the level 
v ait least once for 0 < s s !:, and this p robability can be approximated by means of 
the factorial moments of the number of crossings or the number of upcrossing:s. 
Sucr=h approximations are often very accurate, using only first and second moment!;. 
Forr numerical examples ee Longuet-Higgins [lO] and Lindgren [8]. Blake and 
Lindsey [2] provifde an extensive survey of approximate methods in level crossing 
theiory. 
The asymptotic behaviour of a process after a high level crossing was studied by 
Karl & Slepian [4] who gave a rather c,omplicated analytical proof of some heuristic 
res:Ats by Rice [12]. The explicit use of the model process XU will help to explain 
the probabilistic structure of this problem. 
Ex:bmple 
Galussian 
. Questions concerning the apparent 
process can be tackled by means of a 
wznve-length and 
model pr-3cess 
amplitude for a 
2:,&r(t) + ho,r”(t)) + A (ajt 
whsch describes the behaviowr of the X-process near a 10~1 maximum with height 
U. P Iere ZU is a certain random variable! and A a non-stationary Gaussian process; 
see Lindgren [?I. 
The process X; appeacs as a weak limit in a suitable function space for the set of 
fun~~:tions btained when one observes the X-process near all its local maxim13 with 
height w or nearly u. A theorem similar to Theorem 1 will imply the convergence of
the empirical distributions of the wave-length and amplitude, i.e. the horizont’al nd 
vertical distances between a local er-maximum and the next local minimum. 
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Via moment boundfIG for the probability of at least one zero upcrossing by the 
derivative dXr(f)/d’t one can obtain accurate approximations for the wave-length 
distribution and, in special cases, for the amplitude distribution; see Lindgren [S]. 
Asymptotic properties as u + *m are treated in Lindgren [6] and [7]. 
Remark 2. Kac & Slepian [4] and Slepian [13] introduced the modelprocess X,, by 
means of a horizontal-,windovw argument. The functional limit result holds also in 
this situation and tlhe measure pi on {C, %!} defined by 
p;:(A)=P’(X(QEA 1X(-h&u <X(Q))’ 
converges weakly towards the Slepian measure p ” ; see Lamperti [5] and Lindgren 
PI 
if the X-process is non-differentiable with a covariance function 
r(t)=ho-C(t)lfI”+o(lfI”), f--*0, 
(0 < CY < 2), where C is a slowly varying function, then Theorem 1 breaks down, but 
the horizontal conditioned measure pf: converges towards a model process 
with the Y-term missing. This has been studied by de Mare [ll 
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